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Abstract
The low frequency component of the sound pressure from low sonic boom sound can give rise
to floor vibration and rattling inside buildings. In this report, the transmission loss and building
vibration from the low sonic boom sound pressure is quantified. The vibration quantification
utilizes both empirical models from field measurements, as well as a comprehensive set of new
numerical simulations carried out using Comsol Multiphysics. A set of nine different low sonic
boom signals are used as input to the analysis. A screening study has been carried out to identify
sets of buildings that are characteristic for European building style. Based on a synthesis of the
screening study, a limited set of building types were identified for simulating the transmission
loss and boom induced vibration. Two different mechanisms for vibration generation have been
investigated. First, vibration induced by sound transmitted outdoor to indoor, and second,
vibration induced by the global motion of larger multi-storey buildings. The primary focus in
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this report is on the first mechanism. Based on the simulations, it is found that the window type
influences the sound transfer and floor vibration strongly, and hence that higher vibrations in
buildings with poor window quality can be expected. The composition of the floor is also
important for the floor vibration. Concrete floors for instance, behave fundamentally different
from wooden floors, and the former will often be subject to lower induced vibration. The type
of facade is clearly less important for the vibration generation compared to the properties of the
windows and floors, but is still important for the low frequency sound transmission spectrum.
The work concludes also that complex interplay of different mechanisms controlling the sound
transmission (room size, window type, floor type etc) implies that strong vibrations may be
found also for constructions where it is not expected, such as for concrete floor constructions.
On the other hand, combination of high quality windows combined with stiff floor constructions
seems to prevent strong vibration. If a room is subject to open windows or ventilation, strong
vibration is expected for all types of buildings, and the vibration increases significantly
compared to situations where there are no openings. The simulations herein demonstrate that
strong and perceptible vibration can be expected for many of the types of buildings investigated.
By comparing the vibration level with acceptance criteria for road and rail traffic, it cannot be
ruled out the induced vibration will reach annoying levels. Yet, boom induced vibration are
more impulsive in nature and with shorter duration and annoyance criteria should not
necessarily be the same for low sonic boom sources.
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1 Executive Summary
Sonic boom and low sonic boom (i.e. a sonic boom with a lower pressure amplitude) from
supersonic flights cause stronger sound pressure signals at the very low frequency range between
1-100 Hz compared to most conventional sound sources. The low frequency component of the
sound pressure may give rise to floor vibration and rattling inside buildings which can be
perceived by humans and lead to annoyance.
In this report, vibration in buildings from low sonic boom sound pressure is quantified.
Experience from previous field investigations show that the main mechanism for the vibration
generation is due to the the indoor sonic boom (transmitted from outdoor). We therefore need to
quantify both the transmission loss of the structure in addition to the vibration itself. The
vibration quantification is based on a set of simple measurement based prediction models for
estimating vibrations induced by sonic booms in buildings, as well as on a comprehensive set of
new numerical simulations carried out using the Comsol Multiphysics model.
For convenience, we limit the analysis to quantify floor vibration. This analysis can later be
expanded to quantify also vibration from other structural components such as lighter inner walls
and doors as a proxy for estimating rattling. However, such analysis would likely also
necssessitate more measurement data.
Nine different low sonic boom signals are used as input to the analysis. Some of them describe
conventional booms, while others describe the expected appearance of future low booms.
Moreover, a screening study of different buildings types have been carried out to identify sets of
buildings that are characteristic for European building style. Based on a synthesis of the screening
study, a limited set of building types were identified for the numerical analysis.
This report provides examples of transfer functions describing how outdoor sound pressure
induces indoor sound pressure and indoor floor vibrations. Time series of floor vibrations from
a combination of different building types and sonic booms are described. In brief, the following
items are investigated:
•
•
•
•

Four different types or classes of buildings (one lightweight wooden construction, and
three different types of stiffer constructions with brick or concrete facade).
Effect of the room dimension.
Effect of the type of façade (wall type).
Effect of single versus double glazed windows.
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•
•
•

Effect of the floor type.
Effect of openings (e.g. open windows, ventilation).
Vibration of multi-storey buildings.

Of the structural components, it is found that the window type influences the sound transfer and
floor vibration most strongly, and that poor window quality may lead to higher floor vibration
and reduced transmission loss at the frequencies of most importance. While we find clear
differences in sound transmission properties for different types of façades, these differences seem
to be less important for the induced floor vibration. This argues that a comprehensive
classification of the façade might be less important than expected, and that the window quality is
the primary factor for determining the sound transmission. However, the composition of the floor
seems to be more important than the wall, as heavier floors (such as concrete floors) behave
fundamentally differently from wooden floors. Hence, floor properties need to be included when
classifying buildings with respect to floor vibration from sonic boom. On the other hand, due to
the complex interplay of mechanisms (room size, window type, floor type etc), strong vibrations
may be found also for heavier floor constructions.
The presence of open window and ventilation strongly increase the vibration for the very low
frequency range, typically below 10 Hz, compared to a situation where all openings are closed.
This is due to the Helmholtz resonance effect, which has been shown previously to enhance the
indoor sound pressure at very low frequency. The simulations carried out here confirm that due
to this effect, most buildings will be subject to strong vibrations if windows are open. These
vibrations can be several times higher than the upper limit value defined for road traffic.
The quantified vibration time series from sonic boom shows strong and perceptible floor
vibration, which may possibly reach the levels that can lead to human annoyance, in particular
in situations with open windows and soft wooden floor constructions. For many types of
buildings investigated, the weighted vibration values are generally larger than comparable
vibration threshold levels suggested for traffic vibration, but are more impulsive in nature and
with shorter duration, due to the limited length of the boom signal. For some buildings, we obtain
low vibration amplitudes that are hence not likely to be perceived by humans. Combination of
high quality windows and stiff floor constructions seems to prevent strong vibration, given that
windows and ventilation are closed.
A subset of the resulting vibration time series are used as input into laboratory experiments of
human perception studies at University of Oldenburg, for combined effect of sonic boom sound
and vibration.
This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
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A brief pilot study is conducted to predict roughly whether or not global mode multi-storey
vibration can be neglected. It is concluded that occurrence of perceivable vibrations can not be
ruled out, and that more detailed and realistic-structure analysis should be carried out.

2 Introduction
Sonic boom and low sonic boom (i.e. sonic boom with low amplitude) from supersonic flights
causes stronger sound pressure signals at the very low frequency range between 1-100 Hz than
most conventional sound sources. The low frequency component of the sound pressure may give
rise to floor vibration and rattling inside buildings perceived by humans. The rattling due to the
low frequency components of sonic booms has been subject to particular recent attention, as
supersonic overland flight capabilities are presently being explored by NASA (see e.g. [1]). In
order to predict the vibration levels due to sonic boom and low boom, numerical models and
measurements of sound induced vibration are necessary and complementary components. As
boom induced floor vibrations share essential characteristics with floor vibration induced by
other sound sources such as those generated by blasts or sound due to conventional aircrafts,
models and data from such applications provide an important background. To this end, a large
research program focussing on sound induced vibration from subsonic flights were conducted
by the Norwegian Defence Estate Agency (NDEA) from 2010-2016. This research program
consisted of laboratory measurements and development of numerical models for simulating low
frequency sound transmission through buildings, as well as developing countermeasures
towards reducing low frequency sound transmission and induced vibration. The project also
conducted a review and a compilation of previous field measurements of building induced
vibration in the field. The results from this program are summarised in refs [2]-[4].
In this report, the results and methods summarized in the three papers cited above are used as
basis for predicting floor vibrations from sonic boom. The predictions use both available field
measurement data and numerical simulations for estimating vibrations. The purpose of the
analysis in this report is twofold. The primary focus is to quantify the sonic boom induced
vibration across the dimension of various types of buildings and building configurations in
Europe for representative sonic boom signals, describing both conventional sonic boom and low
boom. For convenience, we limit the analysis to quantify floor vibration. This analysis can later
be expanded to quantify also vibration from other structural components such as lighter inner
This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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walls and doors as a proxy for estimating rattling. However, such analysis would likely also
necssessitate more measurement data, and is hence beyond the scope of this project.
As the secondary focus, a subset of the estimated vibration time series in this report are developed
as input to laboratory studies of human response to simultaneous perception of sonic boom and
induced vibration. These were also reported in a preliminary verion of this report. In all cases,
we develop admittance functions that determine the ratio of the mid-span floor vibration inside
the building over the incident air pressure as a function of the frequency, and we also compute
the transmission loss through the walls. A higher admittance value at a given frequency implies
that a building is more prone to vibration at that frequency. Likewise, a low transmission loss
means that the building is more prone to transmitting sound from outdoor to indoor. As will be
shown, buildings are often characterized by a pronounced eigenfrequency where the admittance
value takes its largest value. For buildings with available field measurements, admittances are
derived directly from measurements are used in floor vibration calculations. However, as such
measurements are sparse, and do not cover the variety of building types possibly exposed to sonic
boom signals, numerical methods must be used in addition to produce admittance functions for
other building types. For determining absolute values of the building vibration, time series and
related spectra of sound pressure of sonic boom signals are convolved with the admittance
functions.
This report is organized as following: Section 3 contains a survey of European building types. In
section 4 we present the characteristics of different types of European buildings with respect to
their transmission and admittance characteristics. These characteristics determine how prone
different structures and rooms are with respect to setting up floor vibrations when subject to low
frequency sound. In section 5, we combine different sonic boom signals with the structural
characteristics of selected buildings and quantify the indoor sound level and the floor vibration
from sonic boom. Section 6 presents a pilot study on estimation of building vibration due to global
modes for larger multi-storey buildings. Section 6.3 provides the concluding remarks, and also
discusses limitations and future work. Finally, we include also four appendices. Appendix A
gives a detailed review of different construction types across Europe. Appendix B presents test
calcultions for single components of the more comprehensive simulations in the main body of the
report.
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3 A survey of European building types
A survey of typical building constructions in different European countries has been performed.
The basis for the survey is the reports from the Cost Action TUO901, Integrating and
Harmonizing Sound Insulation Aspects in Sustainable Urban Housing Constructions [7], and
Cost Action C16, Improving the Quality of existing urban building development [8] and [9]. The
reports from these Cost Actions give valuable information about typical constructions in different
parts of Europe, as well as information about the age of the housing stock, and the distribution
between apartments and detached houses in the European countries. The results from the survey
is described in details country by country in Appendix A.

3.1 Selected construction for use in the numerical simulations
Modelling the transmission loss and vibration induced by sonic boom for all the different
structures listed in Appendix A would lead to an exhaustive set of simulations, that likely would
provide a large variability in dynamic responses. Synthesising such a broad compilation of
simulations would likely be inconclusive. Therefore, a synthesis of the different buildings types,
merging them into four main categories, has been developed in order to separate the buildings
into categories that are expected to yield similar responses in terms of low frequency sound
transmission and admittance. Table 1 presents this synthesis, grouping different building into
structures that are typical. The list given in Table 1 should reflect the variability of building types
that are found in Europe for representing various properties that are important for numerical
modelling of the sound transmission and induced floor vibration. The list is considered broad
enough to cover a sufficient variability of construction types that is important for low frequency
sound transmission and floor vibration for a first pass analysis. Table 1 also shows brief
specification with typical dimensions (widths) of key construction elements of the different
structures that are used for modelling the low frequency sound transmission and admittance due
to sonic boom. Further specification of each building components used for the numerical
modelling are given in section 4.3.1.
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Table 1. Selected constructions for numerical modelling
Type of
construction

Wall construction

Floor construction

Window

1. Single brick
walls

1. 380 mm solid bricks
2. 250 mm perforated
bricks
100 mm perforated bricks +
40 mm air cavity + 100 mm
perforated bricks
120 mm reinforced
concrete+ 60 mm insulation
+ 60 mm concrete
150 mm reinforced
concrete

1. Wooden joisted floor
(240 mm stud height)
2. 200 mm reinforced concrete slab
Prestressed concrete beam covered
by 40 mm concrete tiles.

1. Single glazing (3 mm)
2. Double glazing (6-12-4 mm)

160 mm reinforced concrete slab

1. Coupled two panel windows
(4-100-4)
2. Double glazing (6-12-4 mm)
Double glazing (6-12-4 mm)

Wooden leigthweight
structure with inner
plasterboards

Wooden joisted floor
(240 mm stud height)

2. Double brick
walls
3. Concrete
panels

4. Wooden
facades

1. 200 mm reinforced concrete slab
2. 265 mm hollow core concrete slab

1. Single glazing (3 mm)
2. Double glazing (6-12-4 mm)

Double glazing (6-12-4 mm)

Since the room sizes may be important for the low frequency sound transmission, the
transmission losses are simulated for three different room sizes, see Table 2. The rooms reflect
different types of rooms, from smaller rooms such as bedroom, to living rooms, and large living
rooms. The fundamental acoustic room modes (for details, see Appendix B) are important for the
low frequency sound transmission. However, these room modes are sensitive to the distinct
frequencies at which they occur, and consequently, other room configuations can therefore
display other characteristics. On the other hand, the different selected examples serve the purpose
to demonstrate the importance of the room dimensions and the sensitivity to the room
parameters. The largest room is also partly included to model possible eigenmodes at very low
frequencies due to interconnected rooms in a simplified way. More elaborate simulations with
coupled room modes are not included in this report, but will be investigated in a later part of the
project. Windows are also important for the sound transmission loss. In this study, we investigate
some different typical window types (single vs double glazing). Moreover, the number of
windows are selected to obtain a percentage of the window area that is as similar as possible for
the three different room sizes, i.e. two windows for the small room, three windows for the
medium living room and four windows for the large living room, see Table 2.
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Table 2. Room dimensions and number of windows
Room
No.

Room type and
size

Width and floor
span (m)

Length
(m)

Height
(m)

Volume
(m3)

Area of partition
walls (m2)

Number of
windows

Window
area in %

1

Bedroom

4.2

3

2.4

30

17.3

2

2

12 %

Medium living
room

4.2

7.2

2.5

76

28.5

2

7%

3

11 %

2

5%

3

7%

4

9%

3
Large living room

4.8

11.4

2.7

148

43.7

In the simulations, we mostly focus on sound transmission through closed windows. However,
we also conduct analysis with small openings, e.g. partly open windows (a 1 cm and 10 cm gap).
We stress that open windows will lead to much smaller transmission losses at lower frequencies,
and much higher floor vibration. As shown in the results below, this is especially prominent for
sonic booms, due to their energetic infrasound spectrum combined with the Helmholtz resonance
effect (see Appendix B). As for the different room sizes, Helmholtz resonances are sensitive to
combination of room size and geometry of the opening. Hence, the results with the openings
serve mainly for the purpose to demonstrate potential effects.

4 Sound transmission and floor vibration
response characteristics of buildings due to
sonic boom
4.1 Key concepts
In the present report, we quantify the transmission loss of the sound pressure from outdoor to
indoor, as well as the vibration admittance. These two quantities represent the characteristics of
the building with respect to its dynamical response to a low frequency outdoor sound source.
Moreover, they are both independent of the sound source, and are therefore suited to determine
the response characteristics of each building.
The transmission loss Lp is defined as a function of the frequency f according to
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𝑝𝑝2 (𝑓𝑓)

𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 (𝑓𝑓) = −10 log �𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅2 (𝑓𝑓)�,
𝐸𝐸

where pR is a measure of the pressure in the receiver room (here the indoor pressure), and pE is a
measure of the emitting or source pressure (here the outdoor pressure). In simulations (presented
below), a unitary pressure with zero phase is applied across the entire face of the façade to
represent pE, while pR is taken as the mean absolute value of the pressure in the indoor corners.
Correspondingly, we define the admittance β as
𝛽𝛽(𝑓𝑓) =

𝑢𝑢(𝑓𝑓)
,
𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸 (𝑓𝑓)

where u(f) is the vibration velocity in floor location and given direction (i.e., to characterise
vertical or horizontal vibration). Generally, we seek to quantify the admittance in locations where
the vibration velocity is expected to be largest, which is normally at the mid span location of the
floor. The admittance can also be use to quantify the vibration in walls, windows etc as well as
for the floor. However, this is not attempted in the present report.

4.2 Field measurements of acoustic vibration admittance
Extensive measurement of low frequency noise and vibrations in buildings have been performed
in earlier projects. The field measurements have been conducted for both blast and aircraft sound
sources inducing vibration in different buildings in Norway.
Figure 1 shows the measured acoustic vibration building admittance in vertical direction for six
different test buildings. As can be seen from Figure 1 there is a large variation between the
admittance for the various buildings. Both the 1st resonance frequency, and the amplification at
this resonance frequency vary between the buildings. This reflects the fact that the buildings have
different dimensions (e.g. floor span) and construction (e.g. type of joists and building materials).
Three test buildings were selected from the measurement data shown in Figure 1, i.e. Bodø, SIBO
and Osen. These buildings were chosen to represent a range of different types of buildings (two
and one floors with wooden joists, and one floor with concrete joists, respectively). The buildings
are shown in Figure 2, and composition and structural elements are described briefly as well. Due
to the different types of sound excitation, the frequency range of the sound pressure was different
for the three test buildings, see Figure 3.
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Figure 1: Measured acoustic vibration admittance for five different test buildings. The figure shows
admittance due to vibration measured at floor mid-span, in the direction normal to the floor surface
(vertical).
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Bodø: One-family wooden house
with basement. Concrete floor and
walls in basement. Wooden joists
and walls in 1st and 2nd floor.
Measurements on mid-span floor in
1st and 2nd floor

Osen: Boarding school building.
Split level house. Concrete joists,
wooden walls. Measurements on
mid-span floor in 2nd floor.

SIBO: Military training building on
the size of a one-family house with
basement. Concrete floor and walls
in basement. Wooden joists and
walls in 1st floor. Measurements on
mid-span floor in 1st floor

Figure 2: Selected test buildings.
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SIBO: Military blasts. Very low
frequency excitation with top
around 10 Hz
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Figure 3: Type and amplitude spectra of outdoor sound excitation during measurements.

4.3 Simulation of building response functions: floor vibration
admittance and sound transmission loss
In this section, we simulate the very low frequency transmission loss and vibration admittance
characteristics for a range of different structures. In the results, we focus on the identification of
the structural response of the building due to low frequency acoustic loading. Results taking into
account realistic sonic and low boom signals are described in section 5. Building admittances and
transmission losses are simulated by use of the numerical model briefly described in subsection
4.3.1.
While the measured admittances in section 4.1 vary widely between the different test buildings,
they all describe typical lightweight buildings with wooden walls that are mostly typical only for
the northernmost part of Europe. To cover the typical examples of buildings in European
buildings as described in section 3 and Appendix A, we use the grouped set buildings listed in
Table 1 as input. The review of different building types in section 3 are sorted based on the type
of wall construction, floor construction, and window configurations.
A low frequency sound pressure in a room typically excite mainly vertical floor vibration directly
by interaction between the flexible floor construction and the sound pressure in the room. The
subsequent simulations that are presented in this subsection, therefore only concern sound
transmission through walls and windows into single room configurations. Hence, more complex
effects such as excitation of global construction modes are neglected in this analysis. Such global
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modes typically differ from this mechanism in that they are dominated by very low frequency
shear deformations. However, a very brief pilot study on global mode vibration excitation is
conducted separately from this analysis in section 6 in order to explore further to which degree
this effect should be taken into account.
Based on the broad set of simulations conducted, the following parameters were found to
influence the sound transmission and vibration to different degree:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The room size and configuration
The type of wall construction
The type of floor construction
The type of window
The number of windows
Presence of openings

In Subsections 4.3.2-4.3.7, we summarise most important findings and differences between the
constructions in Table 1 separately for the six different influencing factors in the list above.
The methodology used in the simulations is described briefly in subsection 4.3.1, and is based on
the model of Løvholt et al. (2017) given in ref [4].

4.3.1

Methodology

The commercial finite element software package Comsol Multiphysics is used for simulating low
frequency acoustic sound transmission propagation, structural vibrations and vibroacoustic
coupling. The FE model is three-dimensional, incorporating the propagation of linear elastic
waves and sound waves in all directions. For wave propagation in air, the Helmholtz equation
including sound pressure attenuation is solved. Presently, the model is capable of simulating low
frequency sound transmission, working in the frequency domain. In a later phase of the project,
the model will be generalized to simulating transient behavior directly in the time domain.
Insulated cavities inside walls and windows are modelled as air filled. The model includes a
detailed composition of different elements of wall structures. Originally, in [4], these were
modelled as volumetric geometries of studs, sheets, and windows. However, the model has now
been revised to replace thin plate-like elements such as windows, sheets, and flooring with shell
elements, which makes numerical simulations more efficient, and the gridding process more
transparent. In addition, we have included attenunation due to absorption in the indoor walls
and roof using a complex impedance function. For this purpose we have used the Taraldsen
correction to Delany-Bazleys model [18]. This model is described in detail in Appendix B. Further
details related to the numerical model will be elaborated in D2.7. Examples of the outputs
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produced by the model displaying computed sound pressure levels and wall normal vibration
amplitudes are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Examples of output from the low frequency numerical sound transmission model. The example
shows two interconnected rooms. Upper panel: sound pressure level; Lower panel: wall normal maximum
vibration amplitudes.
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Room 1:
4.2m x 3m x 2.4m
Room 2:
4.2m x 7.2m x 2.5m

Room 3: 4.8m x 11.4m x 2.7m
Figure 5: Examples of FE models for 3 different-size rooms for the wooden facades structure. Locations of
studs, sheets, windows and floors are visualised.
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Figure 6: Examples of FE analysis results for Room 3, wooden walls. Upper panel: room pressure at 13 Hz;
Lower panel: normal displacement in the west and south outer walls and in the floor at 18 Hz. Note that
the responses shown are picked at different frequencies for room pressure and normal displacement.
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4.3.2

Effect of room size

Figure 7a and Figure 7b display the transmission loss for the three different room sizes for a
wooden lightweight construction and a brick wall construction, respectively. In both cases, the
floors are wooden constructions, and the windows are double glazed 6-12-4 windows. Figure 8a
and Figure 8b display the simulated vibration admittance for the same two structures.
For the lightweight wooden construction shown in Figure 7a, there is clear difference in the
transmission loss spectra between the different room sizes. The largest room (Room 3) has a low
frequency room eigenmode around 15 Hz (see Appendix B), which reduces the transmission at
low frequency. Another dip just above 30 Hz is likely also an effect of the other fundamental room
modes. For the medium sized room (Room 2), the lowest room eigenmode is almost coinciding
with the first eigenfrequency of the thickest (6 mm) glass of the double window (see Appendix
B), which leads to a dip in transmission loss just above 20 Hz. The transmission loss in the lowest
frequency range for the smallest room (Room 1) is higher than for Room 2 and Room 3. On the
other hand, this room display lower transmission losses at higher frequencies, which is again
likely due to the higher frequencies of the fundamental room modes.
For brickwall construction shown in Figure 7b, the transmission loss spectra are relatively similar
for the different room sizes, i.e. the differences due to room modes are much less pronounced
compared to the lightweight structure. However, smaller dip values in the transmission losses
are evident, and can likely be attributed to the acoustic room eigenmodes. Further, we see that
the drop in transmission loss is larger for Room 2 than for the two other rooms, which is again
interpreted as an effect of the first eigenfrequency of the thickest (6 mm) glass of the double
window (about 20.6 Hz) being close to the frequency of the lowest room mode (about 24 Hz). To
this end, the minima in transmission loss spectra seem to shift from higher to lower frequency
when the frequency of the room modes are lower than the first window eigenfrequency. For
instance, the transmission loss minima for Room 1 is located close to the room eigenmode
identified analytically in Appendix B, while the minima for Rooms 2-3 are shifted to lower
frequencies. This indicates that the dynamic structural and acoustic modes cannot be treated
independently.
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b

a

Figure 7: Simulated low frequency transmission loss spectra for the three different rooms, all with wooden
floor and double glazed windows. a) lightweight wooden construction; b) single brick wall.
Figure 8a shows the vibration admittance spectra for the lightweight wooden structure. As
shown, the spectra are relatively similar for Rooms 1 and 2 with the first peak admittance
frequency close to 21 Hz, while Room 3 has a lower first peak admittance frequency. The peak
admittance frequencies differ because of differences in the floor span, and agree roughly with
simulated idealized eigenfrequencies analysed in Appendix B. A similar tendency is found for
the brick wall construction in Figure 8b. For both structures the first peak admittance frequency
and the magnitude at that frequency are relatively similar.

a

b

Figure 8: Simulated vibration admittance spectra at floor mid span for the three different rooms, all with
with wooden floor and double glazed windows. Left panel: lightweight wooden wall. Right panel, single
brick wall.
In summary, the room size is important for the transmission loss for the lightweight wooden
structure, but is much less pronounced for a stiff wall construction such as the brick wall
investigated here. The same conclusion is found for the other stiff wall constructions listed in
Table 1. For large rooms, the transmission loss is reduced at low frequencies. For smaller rooms
such as small bedrooms, this effect is shifted to higher frequencies. The first peak of the vibration
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admittance for the two different types of constructions depends mainly on the eigenfrequency
related to the floor span dimension, and do not seem to be depending strongly on the
transmission loss. The admittance is clearly higher for the lightweight structure at higher
frequencies. For both construction types, the peaky behaviour around 20 Hz is also attributed to
sound transmission near the window eigenfrequency. In all cases, overlapping resonance
frequencies related to different components of the dynamic system (room eigenmodes, window
eigenfrequencies, and floor eigenfrequencies) leads to a complex interplay. Changing the
property of any of the components will therefore lead to a change in the floor vibration response
characteristics.

4.3.3

Effect of the wall construction

Figure 9a displays the transmission loss for three different types of wall constructions for Room
2. A lightweight wooden construction with wooden floors, a single brick wall construction with
wooden floor, and a concrete wall with concrete floors, are shown. All the walls have double
glazed windows. For the lowest frequencies, the dip near 20 Hz seems to be dominant for all
structures, and is related to both the window first eigenfrequency and the first eigenmode of the
room. A dip in transmission loss due to the second room eigenmode near 40 Hz is also clearly
identifiable. The concrete wall has an additional dip below 20 Hz. For the higher frequencies, all
the stiff walls are clearly distinguished from the lightweight structure, the former having higher
transmission losses.
Figure 9b shows the vibration admittance spectra for the same wall constructions shown in Figure
9a. However, as the floor types are not identical, the admittance display the effect of the floor just
as much as the wall. The wooden floor admittances are relatively similar with a pronounced peak
just above 20 Hz. The lightweight structure display a second peak above 40 Hz which is attributed
to the lower transmission loss. The admittances for the stiffer concrete type floor constructions
display lower resonant frequencies but also much lower admittance amplitudes.
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a

b

Figure 9: Left panel: simulated low frequency transmission loss spectra for different types of walls. Right
panel: simulated vibration admittance spectra at floor mid-span for the same wall types. NB, the floor
types are not the same for all types of constructions. The floor types actually accounts for of the main
differences in admittances (the effect of floor type is much less pronounced for the transmission loss).
In summary, stiffer wall constructions prevent effective sound transmission apart from near the
window eigenfrequency and room modes of the building. The lightweight structure is more
transmittive at the higher frequencies. However, the transmission loss near the window
eigenfrequency and first room mode is similar for all types of constructions. In turn, the
admittance is mainly controlled by the type of floor construction, with the wooden floors much
more prone to vibration excitation than the concrete floors.

4.3.4

Effect of the floor construction

Figure 10 shows the transmission loss for a single brick wall for Rooms 2-3 for three different
floor types. Transmission losses for a wooden floor, a 160 mm concrete floor, and a 200 mm
concrete floor are shown. For Room 2, the transmission losses are more or less identical for all
floors, while more differences between the floor types are identified for Room 3, mainly for the
wooden floor. This shows that the dynamics of the softest floor, that is, the wooden floor, may
influence the sound transmission to some extent. Nevertheless, and as expected, the floor
properties are not influencing the sound transmission strongly.
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a

b

Figure 10: Simulated low frequency transmission loss spectra for a single brick wall construction with
double glass windows, for the three different types of floor constructions, a wooden floors, and two
concrete floors. Left panel: room 2 with three windows; Right panel: room 3 with four windows.
Figure 11 shows the vibration admittance spectra for the same structures and room configurations
as in Figure 10. An order of magnitude difference in the peak admittance amplitude between the
wooden and concrete floors is observed. We also see that the concrete floor has a lower peak
admittance frequency, mainly due to the large weight. The lowest frequency of the peak
admittance is found for the 160 mm concrete floor, while the stiffer 200 mm floor has its peak
admittance at a higher frequency. These frequencies are again depedent on the room size, mainly
due to the change in floor span. A dual peak behaviour that is especially prominent for the 200
mm concrete floor, is interpreted as an effect of the close proximity of both the window
eigenfrequency and the first room mode.

a

b

Figure 11: Simulated admittance spectra at floor mid-span for a single brick wall construction with double
glass windows, for the three different types of floor constructions, a wooden floor, and two concrete
floors. Left panel, Room 2 with three windows. Right panel, Room 3 with four windows.
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4.3.5

Effect of window type

Figure 12 shows the transmission loss for double and single glazed windows for a single brick
wall construction. The combined effect of different room sizes and floor types are examined.
Single glazed windows are pronouncedly different from double glazed ones, with a minima in
the transmission loss close to 10 Hz, compared to more than 20 Hz for the double glazing. These
frequencies compare well with the control calculations of window eigenfrequencies carried out
in Appendix B. Moreover, the amplitudes of the transmission losses for the single glazed
windows are generally much lower than for the double glazing below 20 Hz. For frequencies
above the first window eigenfrequencies, the transmission losses are less dependent of the
window properties. Note, that this conclusion is only valid in the frequency range below 100 Hz,
which has been investigated so far in this study.

a

b

Figure 12: Simulated low frequency transmission loss spectra for a single brick wall construction for single
and double glazed windows. Left panel: wooden floor, room 2 with three windows; Right panel: 160 mm
concrete floor, Rooms 2 and 3 with three and four windows respectively.
Figure 13 shows the vibration admittance spectra for the same structures and room configurations
as in Figure 12. For the wooden floor shown in Figure 13a, the single glazed window leads to a
halvation of the peak admittance frequency compared to the double glazed window, but also to
higher admittance amplitudes at the lowest frequencies. For the concrete floors, the single glazed
windows increase the admittance amplitude by about one order of magnitude compared to the
walls with double glazing.
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b
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Figure 13: Simulated admittance spectra at floor mid-span for a single brick wall construction for different
types of glazing (single and double glazing). Left panel: wooden floor, room 2 with three windows; Right
panel: 160 mm concrete floor, Room 2 and 3 with three and four windows respectively.
In summary, single glazed windows generally lead to much lower transmission losses and higher
admittances in the low frequency spectrum. Because the single glazed window shifts the
minimum in the transmission loss spectra to a frequency closer to the first resonance frequency
of the concrete floor, the admittance amplitudes of the concrete floor are magnified by one order
of magnitude. As will be demonstrated later, this property can lead to a large increase in
vibration.

4.3.6

Effect of number of windows

Figure 14 shows the transmission loss and admittance for a single brick wall building, Room 3,
with a wooden floor and double glazed windows. The effect of different numbers of windows is
investigated. As shown, the effect of the number of window is visible, but not very pronounced.

a

b

Figure 14: Effect of number of windows. Room 3 with a single brick wall with wooden floor and double
glazed windows. Left panel: simulated low frequency transmission loss spectra; Right panel: simulated
vibration admittance spectra at floor mid-span.
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4.3.7

Comparison between results for open and closed windows

Figure 15 shows the transmission loss for Room 2 with single brick wall construction, and double
glazed windows, with and without the presence of a small gap along the upper part of window.
Two different gap widths (1 and 10 cm) are investigated, and both wooden and concrete floors.
The presence of a gap can enable the Helmholtz resonance effect (see Appendix B), which leads
to an increase in indoor sound pressure. As shown in the Appendix, such Helmholtz resonances
are normally expected to be confined to frequencies below 10-15 Hz. In Figure 15 the simulations
yield negative transmission losses below 10 Hz, indicating that the sound pressure indoor will
exceed the outdoor sound pressures at these frequencies and are hence amplified in the
infrasound part of the spectrum. The negative transmission losses are likely due to Helmholtz
resonances. Furthermore, we see that the minimum transmission loss can be as low as -15 dB at
the resonance. The sharpness and minima of this amplitude indicates that it is largely controlled
by damping properties. In the present model, the damping properties are tuned to comply with
the decay rate from previous measurements of the Helmholtz resonance due to sonic boom [11][12] using the impedance model described above. Without damping the resonances can be much
stronger, but no damping is likely not a realistic assumption.

a

b

Figure 15: Simulated low frequency transmission loss spectra for a single brick wall construction, with and
without a small gap. Simulations are conducted for Room 2 with three double glazed windows. Left panel:
wooden floor; Right panel: 160 mm concrete floor.
Figure 16 shows the admittance for Room 2 for the single brick wall building, and double glazed
windows, with and without an airgap. Results for a wooden floor (Figure 16a) and a concrete floor
(Figure 16b) are shown. In both cases, admittance amplitudes are amplified with 1-2 orders of
magnitude. The presence of the gap leads to large admittances in particular below 10 Hz, but it
also increases the amplitude near the peak admittance frequency without gap. The largest
increase appears for the concrete floor.
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a

b

Figure 16: Simulated low admittance spectra at floor mid-span for a single brick wall construction, with
and without a small gap. Simulations are conducted for room 2 with three double glazed windows. Left
panel: wooden floor; Right panel: 160 mm concrete floor.
In summary, presence of air-gaps leads to a large decrease in the transition loss and a large
increase in the admittance. As shown below, presence of gaps, such as open windows, ventilation
etc with considerable openings, will give rise to strong vibration, in most cases much stronger
than what can be expected if all openings are closed.

5 Estimation of building vibration and low
frequency indoor sound pressure due to
sonic boom
5.1 Synthetic sonic boom time series
We have received nine different time series describing idealized N-waves, as well as measured,
and computed outdoor sound pressure for sonic boom from NASA. These time series describe a
wide range of possible scenarios for different sonic booms, with different amplitudes and spectra.
Due to their different characteristics, they will excite different floor vibration modes and indoor
sound pressure levels. Figure 17 shows the sonic boom time series together with the 1/3 octave
spectra of the maximum root mean square levels with 1 second integration time (RMS-1s). The
sonic boom time series have peak values varying between 8.5 Pa and 40 Pa. The frequency content
differs, steeper pulses generating more broadband noise, and longer pulses generate more low
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frequency noise. The time series C25D has been resampled to 12000 Hz and zero padded to obtain
the same format as the other time series.
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Figure 17: Sound pressure from sonic booms. Left: time series traces; Right: frequency spectra in 1/3
octave bands, maximum RMS 1s.
In this section, floor vibration and indoor sound pressure induced by all the nine different sonic
boom time series are calculated using measured and simulated vibration building admittances
and transmission losses. The transformation from outdoor sound pressure to floor vibration and
indoor sound pressure are performed in the frequency domain by applying measured and
simulated admittance and transmission losses on the frequency spectra of the sonic boom sound
pressure signal. To avoid circular convolution all sonic boom sound pressure signals are zero
padded to 4s length before they are transferred to the frequency domain and the admittance and
transmission loss functions are applied. Finally, the calculated floor vibration and indoor sound
pressure spectra are transferred back to the time domain to obtain time series of floor vibration
and indoor sound pressure. The used approach is illustrated in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Calculation of floor vibration time series from sonic boom time series and measured or
simulated admittance.
Frequency weighted RMS-1s velocities are calculated according to NS8176, [5], to facilitate
comparison between the different sonic booms and buildings. The frequency filter for velocity in
NS 8176 is in accordance with the frequency filter Wm for whole body acceleration in buildings
in ISO 2631-2, [6]. Frequency weighted RMS acceleration relates to frequency weighted RMS
velocity as described by Eq (2).
𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤 = 0.028𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤

Eq (2)
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where
vw is the weighted velocity in mm/s according to NS8176
aw is the weighted acceleration in mm/s2 according to ISO 2631-2.
The results are compared to the limit value for vibration from landbased transportation in
NS 8176. For class C, which corresponds to the minimum requirement for new buildings in
Norway, the limit value is vw = 0.3 mm/s. For existing buildings the limit value in class D, vw =
0.6 mm/s, is sometimes used. According to NS8176 class C corresponds to satisfactory vibration
conditions for a large proportion of exposed people, while class D corresponds to vibration
conditions in which a majority of exposed people can be expected to be disturbed by vibrations.
It should be noted that the limit values in NS 8176 apply to landbased transportation, and that
people may not respond equally to vibration from other types of sources such as aircraft noise.

5.2 Vibration estimation using admittances from field data
As an initial approach indoor mid-span floor vibration from sonic booms were calculated using
previously determined acoustic vibration building admittances derived from field measurements
as described in section 4.1.

5.2.1

Admittance filter function

The measured admittances cannot be applied directly on the sonic boom signals because of low
coherency between the outdoor pressure and floor vibration in large parts of the frequency range
of interest. An approach using measurement data without modification would be prone to
introduce major errors at frequencies where the coherence is low. In particular, such a crude
approach would distort the time domain data when convolving the data with source information,
hence producing a spurious vibration signal.
Therefore, we choose to represent building admittances through an idealized filter function. As
a simple approach, the floor response on the outside sound pressure is described by use the filter
function described in Eq (1).
𝐻𝐻𝜔𝜔 =

𝐶𝐶1 +𝐶𝐶2 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

2�
�(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)2 +2𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 +𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛

Eq (1)

The parameters C1, C2, fn and D are determined by curve fitting the filter to the measured
admittances around the first resonance frequency in each direction. Figure 19 shows the
measured and fitted transfer admittance frequency response functions for the test building Bodø
1st floor.
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Figure 19: Bodø 1st floor. Magnitude of the acoustic vibration building admittances in X, Y and Z direction.
Measured (blue) and curve fitted (red) transfer function as described by Eq (1).
Figure 20 exemplifies the difference in using measured and curve fitted admittance frequency
response functions when calculating the floor vibration time series. As shown, crudely using of
measured admittance gives floor vibration time signals that neither follow the sound pressure
signal in a correct way, nor decay properly with time. In fact, this signal produces vibration
proceeding the sound signal, which demonstrate the spurious nature of this approach. The
vibration induced by the filtered signal, do not inherit this flawed behaviour.
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Figure 20: Sound pressure and calculated floor mid-span velocity time series from sonic boom in the
second floor of the Bodø test building. Left: by use of measured acoustic vibration building admittances;
Right: by use of filter curve fitted to the measured acoustic vibration building admittances.

5.2.2

Calculated floor vibrations

Floor vibrations induced by all the nine different sonic boom time series (Figure 17) were
calculated for the three test buildings using their respective idealized vibration building
admittances in the three orthogonal directions. The transformation from outdoor sound pressure
to floor vibration were performed in the frequency domain by applying the frequency response
function in Eq (1) on the frequency spectra of the sonic boom sound pressure signal. Finally, the
calculated floor vibration spectra were transferred back to the time domain to obtain time series
of floor vibration in all three directions. Table 3 summarizes the results. Overall, the calculated
vibration velocities are highest for the Bodø test building and lowest for the SIBO test building.
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Table 3. Calculated floor vibration velocities from measured admittances
Building
and floor
number

N wave file

Bodø 1st
floor

0_fs12000
1_fs12000
2_fs12000
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000
0_fs12000
1_fs12000
2_fs12000
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000
0_fs12000
1_fs12000
2_fs12000
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000
0_fs12000
1_fs12000
2_fs12000
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000

Bodø 2nd
floor

Osen 2nd
floor

SIBO 1st
floor

Outdoor Sound
pressure (dB)
Lp,peak Lp,rms1s
112.5
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
122.1 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.7 107.1
126.1 114.9
121.9 105.6
112.5
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
122.1 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.7 107.1
126.1 114.9
121.9 105.6
112.5
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
122.1 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.7 107.1
126.1 114.9
121.9 105.6
112.5
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
122.1 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.7 107.1
126.1 114.9
121.9 105.6

Velocity
Velocity frequency weighted
peak, vpeak mm/s
RMS 1s, vw (mm/s)
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
0.07 0.09 1.05
0.02
0.03
0.21
0.15 0.17 2.07
0.05
0.06
0.38
0.11 0.13 1.86
0.02
0.02
0.35
0.11 0.15 1.67
0.04
0.06
0.27
0.13 0.17 2.75
0.05
0.05
0.53
0.15 0.19 1.66
0.05
0.07
0.47
0.13 0.16 2.78
0.05
0.06
0.54
0.22 0.24 3.76
0.04
0.06
0.77
0.19 0.25 2.63
0.07
0.09
0.42
0.47 0.51 0.85
0.16
0.19
0.19
0.87 0.94 1.62
0.31
0.37
0.33
0.70 0.74 1.43
0.12
0.14
0.24
0.78 0.89 1.26
0.28
0.35
0.18
0.88 0.98 2.28
0.25
0.28
0.64
0.96 1.06 1.49
0.33
0.40
0.45
0.82 0.92 2.87
0.30
0.35
1.02
1.35 1.37 2.82
0.31
0.37
0.46
1.27 1.41 2.15
0.45
0.55
0.55
0.15 0.04 0.32
0.06
0.02
0.09
0.44 0.11 0.56
0.16
0.04
0.16
0.28 0.07 0.55
0.1
0.03
0.19
0.23 0.05 0.47
0.04
0.01
0.11
0.47 0.12 0.99
0.17
0.05
0.32
0.30 0.08 0.57
0.11
0.03
0.17
0.41 0.10 0.74
0.14
0.04
0.26
0.54 0.14 1.04
0.15
0.04
0.28
0.36
0.1 1.08
0.14
0.04
0.34
0.03 0.01 0.18
0.01
0.00
0.04
0.08 0.02 0.29
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.06 0.02 0.24
0.02
0.00
0.04
0.05 0.02 0.21
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.09 0.02 0.58
0.03
0.01
0.17
0.06 0.03 0.31
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.08 0.02 0.59
0.02
0.01
0.14
0.13 0.04 0.38
0.02
0.01
0.07
0.07 0.04 0.45
0.02
0.01
0.13
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Figure 21 shows the results for the sonic boom time series sstg_crosscheck_4_fs48000_2s in the
second floor of the Bodø test building. The top panel shows the floor vibration time series together
with the sonic boom time series. The lower panel shows the 1/3 octave spectra of the maximum
RMS 1s floor vibration and sound pressure.

Figure 21: Sound pressure and calculated floor mid‐span velocity in time (upper panel) and 1/3 octave
frequency domain (lower panel) for the sonic boom time series sstg_crosscheck_4_fs48000_2s in the
second floor of the Bodø test building.
As shown in Figure 21, the floor vibration time series exhibit typically resonant behavior, with a
dominating resonance frequency, and a vibration amplitude that decreases with time. This is
natural as the vibration time series are calculated using a filter function which describes the
frequency response function. However, the same behavior is seen for the measured floor
vibration time series in the test buildings. An example for the SIBO test building is shown in
Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Floor mid-span velocity in the SIBO test building. Left: calculated for a sonic boom time series.
Right: measured sound induced vibration due to a blast source.

5.2.3

Transmission loss

Measured transmission losses do not display the simple single degree of freedom beviour as the
vibration admittance with one clear dominating resonance frequency, see Figure 23. Hence, it is
not straightforward to curve-fit a filter function to a measured transmission losses, and the
measured data has therefore been limited to estimate time series of floor vibrations only.
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Figure 23: Measured difference in sound pressure indoor and outdoor for some test buildings.

5.3 Use of simulated admittances and transmission losses
A selected subset of the simulated admittances and transmission losses in section 4.3 has been
used to calculated floor vibrations and indoor sound pressure levels from sonic boom. The
selected constructions are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Selected constructions for calculation of floor vibration and indoor sound pressure from sonic
boom, see Table 1 for details of the different construction
Type of
construction

Wall
construction

Floor construction

Window

Room size and no of
windows

1. Single brick
walls

Solid bricks

1. Wooden floor
2. Concrete slab (160
mm)

1. Single glazing
2. Double
glazing

1. Medium (Room 2), 3
closed windows
2 Large (Room 3), 4
closed windows
1. Room 2, 3 windows
slightly open
1. Room 2, 3 closed
windows
2. Room 2, 3 windows
slightly open

Double glazing
4. Wooden
facades

Wooden

Wooden floor

Double glazing

The admittances used for this purpose are complex valued, and calculated with 0.25 Hz frequency
resolution between 0-200 Hz, which corresponds to a 4 second long time series with a sampling
frequency of 400 Hz. The admittances are applied convolved with the complex valued sound
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pressure spectra without applying any filter function. Time series for floor vibration and indoor
sound pressure are obtained by transferring back the resulting vibration and indoors sound
pressure spectra to time domain.
A subset of the results are summarised in Table 5, and the results are discussed in the following
subsections.
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Table 5. Calculated floor vibration velocities from simulated admittance for Room 2 with three windows
Building and floor

N wave file

Wooden wall, wooden
0_fs12000
floor, double glazed closed 1_fs12000
windows
2_fs12000
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000
Single brick wall wooden
0_fs12000
floor, double glazed closed 1_fs12000
windows
2_fs12000
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000
Single brick wall concrete 0_fs12000
floor, single glazed closed 1_fs12000
2_fs12000
windows
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000
Single brick wall wooden
0_fs12000
floor, double glazed
1_fs12000
slightly open windows (10 2_fs12000
cm gap)
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D_fs12000

Outdoor Sound
pressure (dB)
Lp,peak Lp,rms1s
112.6
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
121.6 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.9 107.1
126.1 114.9
122.0 105.6
112.6
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
121.6 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.9 107.1
126.1 114.9
122.0 105.6
112.6
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
121.6 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.9 107.1
126.1 114.9
122.0 105.6
112.6
98
119.5
107
118.8 107.6
118.6 107.4
121.6 108.7
117.1 103.2
121.9 107.1
126.1 114.9
122.0 105.6

Indoor Sound
pressure (dB)
Lp,peak Lp,rms1s
88.6
73.5
93.7
79.5
92.7
79.6
93.1
79.6
99.4
84.3
92.4
78.9
96.8
82.5
98.2
86.8
93.3
79.4
78.6
64.1
84.3
71.2
83.5
71.1
82.6
70.7
87.2
74.1
82.6
69.9
87.0
76.4
89.4
78
86.8
74.2
95.9
86.3
103.6
93.2
103.0
93.2
102.6
91.3
106.1
98.2
101.7
91.3
104.0
96.5
109.7
98.2
106.5
97.6
116.1 105.8
122.9 112.8
122.7 110.3
122.2 112.2
122.8 112.4
122.3 112.1
121.7 112.1
129.5 117.5
124.7 114.7

Vertical velocity
on floor mm/s
Vpeak
Vw
0.67
0.15
0.64
0.17
0.41
0.12
0.3
0.09
2
0.45
0.95
0.23
1.68
0.51
0.64
0.17
1.13
0.28
0.26
0.09
0.46
0.17
0.34
0.13
0.17
0.07
0.71
0.27
0.56
0.21
1.49
0.56
0.48
0.18
0.95
0.34
0.19
0.08
0.66
0.28
0.33
0.15
0.46
0.2
1.16
0.48
0.28
0.12
1.09
0.46
0.66
0.24
0.95
0.39
1.97
0.56
4.05
1.04
3.25
0.64
3.47
0.98
4.43
1
4.42
1.17
4.35
1.29
5.36
1.36
6.78
1.73
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5.3.1

Effect of room size on floor vibration and indoor sound pressure

1/3-octave RMS1s

Velocity (mm/s)

Sound Pressure (Pa)

Figure 24 shows the time series and indoor sound spectra of the indoor sound pressure and
vibration for a selected sonic boom input signal for a brick wall construction with wooden floor
for different room dimensions. In this example, the indoor pressure is similar for the two rooms.
Nevetheless, the room size affects the floor vibrations. This is due to the fact that compared to the
large room, the medium room has a peak in the admittance spectra, which is slightly closer to (i)
the first fundamental room mode (see Figure 25), and (ii) closer to a local peak in the outdoor
sonic boom pressure load spectrum of this particular boom trace. As discussed in section 4.3.2,
the fundamental room mode of the medium room (Room 2) is closer to the eigenmode of the
window. This effect increases the indoor sound pressure close to the eigenfrequency of the floor,
and hence, the vibration.

Indoor sound pressure

Floor vibration

Figure 24: Effect of room size on indoor sound pressure and floor vibrations from sonic boom for a single
brick wall construction with wooden floor and double glazed windows. The sonic boom time series is
C25D.
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Figure 25: Simulated admittance at floor mid-span and transmission loss for a single brick wall
construction with double glazed windows and wooden floor in 1/3-ocatve bands. Left, sound transmission
(the respective narrow band spectrum is found in Figure 7). Right, admittance (the respective narrow band
spectrum is found in Figure 8).

5.3.2

Effect of wall construction on floor vibration and indoor sound pressure

Figure 26 shows the time series and indoor sound spectra of the indoor sound pressure and
vibration for a selected sonic boom input signal for the medium sized room (Room 2) for different
wall types. As expected, the calculations show higher indoor sound pressure for the room with
wooden wall compared to the room with a single brick wall. Moreover, the peak floor vibration
is higher for the wooden wall situation. However, the frequency weighted floor vibrations are
somewhat lower for the wooden wall situation, see Figure 26. This is because the transmission
loss for the brick wall is lower than for the wooden wall around the first resonance frequency of
the floor, see Figure 27. The local peak of the outdoor sonic boom pressure load signal also has
an influence, as discussed for the effect of the room size (see section 5.3.1). Higher transmission
loss at higher frequencies for the brick wall causes the indoor sound pressure and floor vibrations
to be more low frequent for the brick wall. This, in combination with the frequency filter in NS
8176, which suppresses the more high frequent content, results in higher weighted floor vibration
values for the brick wall than for the wooden wall in this example.
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Indoor sound pressure

Floor vibration

Figure 26: Effect of wall construction on indoor sound pressure and floor vibrations from sonic boom for
Room 2 with three double glazed windows and wooden floor. The sonic boom time series is C25D.

Figure 27: Simulated admittances at floor mid‐span and transmission loss for Room 2 with with three
double glazed windows and wooden floor. Left, sound transmission (the respective narrow band spectrum
is found in Figure 9a). Right, admittance (the respective narrow band spectrum is found in Figure 9b).

5.3.3

Effect of type of window on floor vibration and indoor sound pressure

Figure 28 shows the time series and indoor sound spectra of the indoor sound pressure and
vibration for a selected sonic boom input signal for the brick wall construction combined with the
medium sized room (Room 2) for different window types. For the room with concrete floor, the
calculations show a huge impact of the window type on the floor vibrations, while the floor
vibration level is almost unaffected by the window type for the room with wooden floor, see
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Figure 28. This is due to (i) the much lower first resonance frequency for the concrete floor, which
is close to the frequency with minimum transmission loss for the single glazing windows, see
Figure 29, and (ii) the fact that the outdoor sonic boom sound pressure amplitude increases as the
frequency decreases.

Indoor sound pressure, concrete floor

Floor vibration, concrete floor

Indoor sound pressure, wooden floor

Floor vibration, wooden floor

Figure 28: Effect of window type on indoor sound pressure (left) and floor vibrations (right) from sonic
boom for a single brick wall construction for Room 2 with three windows. Top panels, 160 mm concrete
floor. Bottom panels, wooden floor. The sonic boom time series is C25D.
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Figure 29: Simulated admittances at floor mid-span and transmission loss for a single brick wall
construction for Room 2 with three windows. Left, sound transmission (the respective narrow band
spectrum is found in Figure 12). Right, admittance (the respective narrow band spectrum is found in Figure
13).

5.3.4

Effect of open windows

Figure 30 shows the time series and spectra of the indoor sound pressure and floor vibration for
a selected sonic boom input signal combined with the medium sized room (Room 2) with brick
walls, wooden floor, and three double glazed windows, with and without presence of an 10 cm
air gap (e.g. an open window, ventilation etc.). The calculations show a huge impact of open
windows, see Figure 30 and Figure 31. As discussed in subsection 4.3.7 and Appendix B, we can
expect an increase in low frequency sound pressure level indoor due to the Helmholtz resonance
effect which is particularly prominent below 10-15 Hz, which is evident from Figure 30 and Figure
31. This resonance effect is known and reported by NASA already in the 70ties (see e.g. the work
of Vaidya in refs [11] and [12]). As discussed in 4.3.7, the amplification is largely governed by the
damping. We have tuned the damping properties to obtain a good agreement with the results
reported by Vaidya. This leads to up to about15 dB higher sound pressure indoor compared to
outdoor. Finally, an air gap also leads to poorer sound insulation properties higher up in
frequencies, but this effect is somewhat less pronounced.
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Indoor sound pressure

Floor vibration

Figure 30: Effect of open windows on indoor sound pressure and floor vibrations from sonic boom for a
Room 2 with single brick wall, wooden floor and three double glazed windows. The sonic boom time series
is C25D.

Figure 31: Simulated admittances at floor mid‐span and transmission loss for a medium sized room with
with three double glazed windows and wooden floor. Left, sound transmission (the respective narrow
band spectrum is found in Figure 15). Right, admittance (the respective narrow band spectrum is found in
Figure 16).

5.4 Correlating metrics with estimated vibration
ONERA has calculated different metrics for outside sound pressure for the simulated sonic boom
time series from NASA, see Table 6.
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Table 6 Metrics for outside sound pressure for sonic boom time series from NASA.
N wave file
0_fs12000
1_fs12000
2_fs12000
3_fs12000
4_fs48000
5_fs48000
6_fs24000
7_fs12000
C25D

A-SEL
61,6
58,6
61,0
61,4
78,8
60,3
69,2
60,9
77,3

B-SEL

C-SEL

74,7
73,1
72,7
72,8
88,8
78,0
83,1
75,4
83,7

85,9
88,7
86,7
86,3
97,1
91,4
95,9
92
93,1

D-SEL
74,9
77,3
76,3
75,8
88,4
79,1
83,8
81,6
84,6

E-SEL
70,7
68,5
69,2
69,3
86,1
72,5
78,5
70,9
82,1

Perceived
Level
75,1
72,7
74,6
74,9
91,7
75,6
85,2
75,9
90,2

Indoor Sonic Boom
Annoyance Predictor
85,3
85,4
85,4
85,4
99,4
88,7
96,4
89,0
96,9

The calculated floor vibration is plotted against the metrics in Table 6. To be able to compare all
data in the same figure the floor vibrations are normalized with the highest value for each
building (i.e. after normalization the higest value in each building is 1.0). To be able to visually
compare the different metrics, we normalized them by setting highest level to 100 dB for each
metric.
The results using measured admittances are plotted in Figure 32 together with best fit lines. The
correleation coefficients for each data set are given in the legends. The correlation ciefficients are
also given in Table 7. The comparison show that C-SEL and D-SEL have the best correlation with
frequency weighted floor vibration, while A-SEL has the lowest correlation. The results using
simulated admittances are plotted in Figure 33. The comparison show that C-SEL, D-SEL and the
annoyance predictor have the best correlation with frequency weighted floor vibration, while ASEL has the lowest correlation. The results are as expected since C-SEL and D-SEL put more
weight on low frequencies, and therefore are expected to better correlate with vibration levels
that result from low frequency components.
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Table 7 Correleation coefficients between frequency weighted floor vibrations and different metrics.
Admittances A-SEL
used in
calculations
0,62
Measured
0,61
Simulated

B-SEL

C-SEL

D-SEL

0,71
0,67

0,81
0,73

0,80
0,72

Frequency weighted floor vibration RMS1s,v

90
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Figure 32: Normalized frequency weighted floor vibration (RMS1s) calculated from measured admittances
plotted versus normalized metrics for outdoor sound pressure. Left, C-SEL, D-SEL and Annoyance
predictor. Right, A-SEL, B-SEL, E-SEL and Perceived level.
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Figure 33: Normalized frequency weighted floor vibration (RMS1s) calculated from simulated admittances
plotted versus normalized metrics for outdoor sound pressure. Left, C-SEL, D-SEL and Annoyance
predictor. Right, A-SEL, B-SEL, E-SEL and Perceived level.
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6 Horizontal vibration of multistorey
buildings due to sonic boom
At present, there exist few or no previous studies assessing in which way strong low frequency
air pressure pulses, such as from a sonic boom, induce vibrations in large buildings of multiple
storeys. Therefore, a brief pilot study has been conducted here. The purpose of this pilot study is
to quantify if a sonic boom is at all capable of inducing low frequency vibrations that can be
perceived by humans. It is stressed that the modelling therefore contains several simplifying
assumptions, and that a more detailed study will be conducted later and reported in WP2. The
focus here is hence to obtain reasonably accurate (order of magnitude) model in terms of boom
induced global vibration of entire multiple storey buildings to understand if it can exceed the
sensing threshold. To achieve this, we have used a simplified numerical 2D model of a concrete
building with number of floors varying from 2-8. The building dynamics have been simulated
with the software COMSOL Multiphysics.

6.1 Numerical model
A 2D model of a multiple storey building is set up in COMSOL Multiphysics, see Figure 34. Walls
and floors are modelled as beam elements, whereas the soil foundation is modelled as a soild
element. The right and left parts of the model have absorbing boundaries of the type Perfectly
Matched Layers (PML) which reduce spurious wave boundary reflections and allow for realistic
modelling of radiation damping. The rock benath the soil foundation is assumed rigid.
The beam and floor properties of the concrete building are specified as to obtain a reasonable
match with empirical equation for first mode natural vibration frequency as given in Eurocode
[10],[13]. Figure 35 compares the first natural period of the concrete buildings for both the
COMSOL model for different building heights, with empirical equations given in Eurocode, Fritz
et. al. [14], and the building code of Architecture Institute of Japan [15].
The soil foundation is assumed to be relatively stiff with a shear wave velocity of 400 m/s,
corresponding to initial shear modulus of 320 MPa. The material damping in the soil is set to 2%.
The first natural periods of the building are higher than periods for which waves propagate in
the stiff soil in the model and thus soil/foundation radiation damping will not contribute to the
building damping. For higher modes with shorter natural periods the radiation damping (i.e.
energy dissipataion due to excitation of ground surface waves) may contribute to some extent.
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The amplitude of the dynamic response of the building at the natural frequencies is controlled by
the damping. The building damping is dependent on building height, type material, and
vibration mode, as discussed in refs [14] and [16]. For the concrete building model a 5% hysteretic
material damping factor is used, based on the above references.
The mesh size is selected to resolve accurately the wave lengths of the vibration modes in the
building and the soil, see Figure 34.
A harmonic unit acoustic pressure-load was applied to the building in a frequency domain
analysis. The applied load was uniformly applied to one of the sides of the building. By applying
a load uniformly on the side of the building, the first mode shape is easily exited. On the other
hand, such a load may fail to efficiently excite higher mode-shapes, which is less of an issue for a
load that is more localized. In reality, the finite (long) wavelength of a sonic boom will create a
spatial pressure distribution over building that will also vary with time. However, such effects
are not considered yet.

Figure 34: 2D Finite element model model of concrete building and soil.
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Figure 35: First natural period of concrete buildings. Blue curve with circles show natural periods from the
COMSOL model for different building heights. The other curves show curves for empirical equations given
in Eurocode, Fritz et. al. and building code of Architecture Institute of Japan.

6.2 Frequency dependent response (Admittances) for concrete
building models
We compute the admittance for different building heights and at different levels in the buildings
as the ratio of the horizontal velocity amplitude over the incident outdoor air-pressure as a
function of the frequency. Figure 36 shows horizontal velocity admittance versus frequency for 4
buildings with heights from 2 to 8 floors.
The first 4 modes, which are all below 20 Hz, are clearly visible for all buildings. The two storey
building (blue curve) have only 2 horizontal modes. The modes above 20 Hz are much more
damped due to the soil radiation damping. In this case we use relatively stiff soil. For softer, but
still realistic soil stiffness values, radiation damping will contribute also to lower frequency
vibration, maybe as low as to 2 Hz (for instance on very soft clay).
The fundamental (1st) modes of the buildings as shown in Figure 36 give the highest response.
However, the natural periods of these modes (shown in Figure 35) are longer than the typical
sonic boom impulse load duration, which is typically 0.1 – 0.2 seconds. The second modes with
peaks between 4 and 7 Hz (that correspond to periods of 0.15 to 0.25 seconds), corresponds to
wavelengths that are closer to those excited by the sonic boom duration and therefore will likely
be more affected by the sonic boom than the first modes. As described above, the building
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damping increases with increasing frequency and will thus also be needed to account for when
estimating the response to the sonic boom. Further analysis of horizontal floor vibration due to
sonic booms should probably focus on the excitation of the first and second horizontal modes.
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Figure 36: Top floor horizontal admittance versus frequency for 4 buildings with heights from 2 to 8 floors.

6.3 Horizontal vibration time histories for multi-storey concrete
buildings
Horizontal vibration response admittances shown in section 6.2 are convoluted with time
histories of the low sonic boom pressure pulses shown in
Figure 37 to compute the vibration response of the top floor of the multistory concrete building.
These two pulses shown in
Figure 37 represent high and low peak pressure end members from the ensemble in Figure 17.
Hence, vibrations arising from these time series should roughly represent upper and lower ranges
for the induced multistorey vibration. The calculation is performed in the frequency domain and
then transferred back to the time domain with an inverse fourier transform as described in section
5.1. The addmittances were computed between 0 and 40 Hz with a frequency resolution of
0.25 Hz. The frequency content of the low sonic boom above 40 Hz is therefore removed by the
calculation which changes the input pulse slightly as shown Figure 38. However this change has
very little effect on the overall response since it is dominated by the fundamental vibration modes
which have frequencies in the range of 1-3 Hz.
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Figure 37: Input pressure time series for computing multistory building response.
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Figure 38: Example of effect of removing frequencies above 40 Hz. Original signal in blue and red shows
input with frequencies above 40 Hz removed.
The resulting time series of horizontal vibration velocity response of the top floor of the multistory
concrete buldings are shown in Figure 39. In general the peak velocity response decreases with increasing
building height. The largest response is obtained for the lowest bulding height of 2 stories. The calculated
peak vibration velocity for the two story building is 0.25 mm/s for the low amplitude sonic boom of 8 Pa
and 2.5 mm/s for the 40 Pa sonic boom. The corresponding frequency weighted vibration velocities are
0.05 mm/s and 0.55 mm/s respectively.
The reason for the large difference (factor 10) in response between the sonic boom with 8 and 40 Pa peak
pressure is due to both the frequency content of the two signals as shown in Figure 40 and their amplitude.
In the frequency range of the fundamental mode of the buildings (1.6-3 Hz) the amplitude of the 40 Pa
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sonic boom (thick solid red line in Figure 40) is some 10 times larger than the 8 Pa sonic boom (thick solid
blue line in Figure 40) .
The analysis of the multistory concrete building response indicate the whole building response due to
sonic boom impulses is dominated by the building's fundamental vibration mode (i.e. the first mode at
the lowest frequency). Depending on the frequency content and amplitude of the sonic boom pulse, the
vibration amplitude can therefore possibly reach levels that are in the range annoyance to people.
For further analysis it is suggested to model the building foundation, such as piles or concrete slabs, in
more detail.
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Figure 39: Calculated vibration velocity (mm/s) from sonic boom in top floor of a multistory concrete
bulding with 2, 4, 6 and 8 stories respectively. a) Time series no 0 with 8 Pa peak pressure. b) Time series
no 7 with 40 Pa peak pressure. Frequency weigted vibration velocities are shown in the legends.
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Figure 40: Sonic boom spectra and admittances of multistory concrete buildings. For comparison the
admittance amplitudes are scaled.

7 Concluding remarks
In this report, the building response characteristics due to sonic boom is investigated for buildings
with European building style. Spectra for both the indoor sound pressure and the floor vibration
is calculated for frequencies lower than 100-200 Hz. The study combines information from
previous field study measurements of sound insulation and vibration in buildings, experience
from laboratory studies, and signal processing, essentially combined into to a Finite Element
analysis of the two-way coupled sound transmission and building vibration. A set of nine
different sonic boom signals is used as input to the analysis. Moreover, a screening study of
different buildings types is carried out. Based on a synthesis of the screening study, a limited set
of building types is identified for the numerical analysis.
The main analysis in this report concerns floor vibrations set up by sonic boom entering the
building through walls, windows, or small openings. Most of the conclusions below refers to this
mechanism. However, a brief screening study of fundamental vibrations of the whole building is
also carried out. Moreover, in this study, we do not address the effect of different structural
components. We also note that while other types of vibrations in walls, windows, doors etc are
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important too, especially for rattling annoyance, they are not studied here. We still argue that the
floor vibration and transmission loss analysed are good proxies for addressing other types of
vibrations.
Essential findings in this analysis are attributed to details in the wall and floor construction, other
aspects such as window type and number of windows. Yet, the dimensions of the room, and
presence of openings, were sometimes found equally or more important. This necessitated a
broad systematic analysis that combines different construction details, room configurations etc.
in different ways. By combining different input sonic boom signals with different combinations
of construction, window types, room size, etc, the low frequency sound transmission and
vibration are quantified. In brief, the following items are investigated:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Four different types or classes of buildings (one lightweight wooden construction, three
different types of stiffer constructions with brick or concrete facade). The different classes
were selected as they altogether were representative for different building stypes across
Europe.
Effect of the room dimension. Three different room sizes were investigated.
Effect of the type of façade (wall type).
Effect of single versus double glazed windows.
Effect of the floor type.
Effect of openings (e.g. open windows).
Global mode dynamics for multi-storey buildings.

Arguably, we find that the most important structural component is the window. If the window
is of poor quality, such as single glazed 3 mm window, it can lead to vibrations that perceivable
and even well above acceptance level for traffic vibrations. The type of window is much more
important than the number of windows. Comparably, the details of the wall construction is of
less importance for the sonic boom induced vibration. While we find clear differences in the
sound transmission properties between different structures, and in particular lightweight versus
heavier brick and concrete stuctures, these differences are of smaller importance for the induced
vibration. In fact, we see examples where a heavier construction gives higher vibrations than a
lightweight structure. One of the reasons for this is related to coincidence of the typical natural
frequencies of floors and windows that are both near 15-20 Hz, which tends to dominate both the
low frequency sound transmission and vibration excitation. The composition of the floor seems
to be more important that the wall. In the case of well insulated wall, such as a brick wall with a
double glazed window, we only find perceivable vibrations for the wooden floor, and not for the
concrete floor. On the other hand, if a single glazed window is used instead of a double glazed,
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low frequency sound is more efficiently transmitted, which increases the risk for generation of
vibration on concrete floors.
Openings strongly increase the vibration in the very low frequency (infrasound) range, typically
below 10 Hz. This is due to the Helmholtz resonance effect, which has been shown previously to
enhance the indoor sound pressure at very low frequency (in the infrasound spectrum). The
simulations carried out here confirm that such an effect is likely to produce much stronger
vibrations compared to a situation where all windows and openings are closed, as expected.
There is, at present, no commonly accepted threshold values for sonic boom vibration. Therefore,
we compared both the measured and the simulated indoor boom induced vibrations with
existing acceptance values from traffic vibrations, i.e. due to road and rail. Generally, we find that
many combinations of different building types and boom signal are expected to yield perceivable
vibrations (here defined as vibration velocities above 0.1 mm/s), while some combinations (e.g.
stiff construction types combined with double glazed windows) do not. Because the human
sensing mechanism for vibration is more subtle than for the perception of audible sound, only a
slight increase in vibration above the sensing limit can lead to annoyance (at least this is true for
traffic induced vibration). In this investigation, we find that many different study cases exceed
the Norwegian traffic vibration acceptance criteria of 0.3 mm/s frequency weighted vibration
velocity, but with the exception of lightweight type constructions, does not exceed the stricter
limit of 0.6 mm/s. In cases where windows are open, vibrations signficantly above 0.6 mm/s can
be expected, sometimes even several factors above.
The different natural frequencies such as acoustic room modes (due to room dimensions) or
vibrating surfaces (windows, walls, and floors), and in the presence of open windows, Helmholtz
resonances, as well as the sonic boom very low spectrum are all key ingrediences to understand
and quantify the vibration. In a combined natural and built environment, all these factors will
have a significant variation, which point to a significant variability of transmission losses and
admittances. The present simulations carried out here only point to some typical combinations of
acoustic properities.
Global modes of vibration for an entire building can also be induced, but this is a different
mechanism, in the sense that the transmission of the sound into the building is of less importance.
Field measurements in a lightweight structure in Norway suggest that these vibrations are
smaller than those induced by the indoor sound, but on the other hand clearly detectable. A pilot
study was therefore conducted to predict roughly whether or not global mode multi-storey
vibration can be neglected. It was concluded that occurrence of perceivable vibrations could not
be ruled out, and that more detailed analysis should be carried out.
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7.1 Limitations of the study and look ahead
The present study is the first one of its kind, concluding that sonic boom is likely to lead to
perceivable vibration for many different types of structures found in Europe. However, a number
of limitations remains, and in some cases, further work should be conducted for more accurate
predictions and understanding. Below, a list of limitations and possible suggestions for further
work is outlined. Some of this work will be conducted in the remaining part of RUMBLE, whereas
others needs to be conducted beyond RUMBLE. To this end, aspects that could not be covered by
this deliverable, will be investigated in Deliverable D2.7.
•
•

•

•

•

•

The analysis is carried out for single rooms that are not connected to other rooms. The
effect of interconnected rooms will be pursued in a later phase of the project.
The present analysis is carried out in the frequency domain. Time domain behaviour is
obtained using the Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) analysis. We will carry out additional
time domain analysis to verify that the frequency domain analysis combined with IFT
yields representative results.
The global mode analysis of the multi-storey buildings utilizes an overly simplified
representation of both the loading and the construction. Further, we have not yet carried
out IFT analysis using a time domain input. All these aspects will be investigated in more
detail in D2.7. In particular, a joint representation of acoustic propagation and loading
will be carried out.
Norwegian field measurements suggest that both vibration due to indoor sound pressure
and multi-storey vibrations are present at the same time. In the present simulations, these
are treated one-by-one, which may be underconservative. We will investigate if it is
possible to merge these into a joint representation.
Interstructural components such as wall joints have been an integral part of the analysis.
For the (wooden) lightweight constructions, the properties of such have been identified
by tuning the joint stiffness and damping properties towards full scale laboratory
measurements (as in Løvholt et al., 2017, [4]). However, tuned joint properties are not
available for other types of constructions such as brick or concrete walls. For a more
transparent methodology, we will investigate whether it is possible to reduce the number
of ad-hoc type joint parameters.
We suggest that additional laboratory studies ala in Løvholt et al., 2017, [4], are conducted,
most importantly, to cover new types of structures, as well as openings and windows.
This is however beyond the scope of the RUMBLE project.
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Appendix A – Typical housing and
construction types throughout Europe
In this Appendix typical constructions in different European countries are described in detail. A
selection of these constructions is proposed for modelling in the FE‐model to investigate their
sonic boom response, see section 3.
Table 8 shows a list of the two‐letter country abbreviations used in the tables in this appendix.
Table 8. Two‐letter country code abbreviations.
AU
CH
CS
CZ
CY
DE
DK
ES
EE
FR
FI
GR
HU
HR
IT
LT
MK
MT
NO
NL
PT
PL
RO
SE
SI
SK
RO
GB

Austria
Switzerland
Serbia
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Germany
Denmark
Spain
Estonia
France
Finland
Greece
Hungary
Croatia
Italy
Lithuania
Macedonia
Malta
Norway
Netherlands
Portugal
Poland
Romania
Sweden
Slovenia
Slovakia
Romania
United Kingdom
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Floors
Table 9 shows typical floor constructions in different European countries.
Table 9. Typical floor constructions
Country
NO

Newer buildings
- 320 mm hollow core. Light floating floor
- 22 mm board, 140 mm load bearing wood
beams with mineral wool in cavity, 2x13 mm
plaster boards. Light floating floor.

Older buildings

SE

- 200 – 250 mm concrete slab.
- 265 mm hollow core. Light floating floor.

- Wooden joist floors with various fillings
(detached houses and apartments before
1930).
- 160-190 mm concrete slab. Light floating
floor. (Building boom 1965-1975)

FI

- 260-300 mm concrete slab
- 370 mm hollow core. Light floating floor.

DK

- 285-320 mm hollow core. Light floating
floor.

EE

- 180-250 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating
floor
- 220-320 mm hollow core. Heavy floating
floor.

LT

Heavy floating floor: 30-50 mm EPS or mineral
wool, 60-80 mm concrete screed
- 220-250 mm concrete slab, Heavy floating
floor.
- 220 mm hollow core. Heavy floating floor

NL

Heavy floating floor: mineral wool, 50-60 mm
sand/cement screed.
- Prefab concrete, "Ribcassette" + 50 mm
screed
- Hollow core + 50 mm screed

- 120 mm concrete slab. Light floating floor
- 180 mm hollow core. Light floating floor
- 7-8" wooden beams, boards on both
sides (before 1950).
After 1960 typical span 4,2 m
- Wooden beams or thin concrete slab
supported by steel beams

- 120-200 mm concrete slab
- 300 mm floor with concrete blocks and
clinker
- 220 mm hollow core
- Wooden beams, 22 mm wooden boards
on both sides (until 1950)
- Prefab concrete beams and hollow
concrete filling block, "Muwi" (1950 –
1975)
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Country
FR

Newer buildings
- 200 mm concrete slab

GB

- 150-200 mm concrete slab
- 220-240 mm wooden joists, wooden board
and plaster
- 200 mm concrete slab, floating floor

DE
AU
CH

- 200 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating floor,
50 mm polystyrene-concrete, 35 mm mineral
wool, 50 mm concrete screed
- 200 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating floor,
40 mm EPS and mineral wool, 70 mm cement
screed

PL

- 160 - 240 mm concrete slab, floating floor.

CZ

- 180-250 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating
floor, 30-60 mm mineral wool, 40-60 mm
cement/antihydrite screed
- 150 mm concrete slab. Heavy 140 mm
floating floor
- 250 mm brick floor, concrete beam, ceramic
bricks, 40 mm concrete. Heavy floating floor
40 mm insulation 45 mm concrete screed

SK

CS

RO

- 200 mm semi-prefabricated hollow clay
block floors (in family houses)
- 200-300 mm concrete ribbed structures
- Concrete slab
- 130 -150 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating
floor, 50 mm EPS, 40 mm concrete screed

Older buildings
- Beam and brick floors
- 150 mm concrete slabs

- Wooden flooring
- Waffle beam flooring
- 50 (2x25) mm shuttering, 230x180 mm
timber beams, 25 mm shuttering, 35 mm
wooden floor on 110 mm batten in fill
- 25 mm wooden floor, 120x200 mm
wooden joist, 30 mm plaster on wood
(before 1930)
- 260 mm cement screed concrete hollow
block floor: 30 mm plaster, 190 mm
concrete hollow blocks, 60 mm cement
screed, tiles. (1930-1950)
- 160 mm concrete slab
- 240 mm hollow core
After 1960, Typical span 4,8 m
- Wooden beams
- Hollow clay block floors
- 140-300 mm hollow concrete floor
- 280 mm wooden beams 20 mm wooden
sheating on both sides (family house
before 1965)
- 120 mm reinforced concrete panel, 20
mm insulation, 40 mm concrete screed
(apartments 1950-1990)

- 100 mm concrete slab (housings with 2
storeys)
- 190 mm precast hollow core slab, 40 mm
concrete (blocks with 3.5 floors)
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Country
HU

HR

SI

Newer buildings
190 mm concrete beam and block system
covered with 40 mm concrete. Heavy floating
floor, 40 mm insulation, 60 mm cement
screed
- 160-200 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating
floor 20-40 mm EPS, 40-55 mm cement
glazing
- Metal beams, hollow bricks concrete
- 200 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating floor,
40 mm mineral wool, 60 mm concrete screed

MK

- Concrete beams, hollow bricks and concrete
on the top. Heavy floating floor, insulation +
concrete

GR

- 150 mm concrete slab + 50 mm mosaic.
Heavy floating floor, 80 mm insulation, 30 mm
tiles
- 300 mm clay and concrete. Heavy floating
floor.
- 200 mm solid concrete slab
- 300-350 mm hollow concrete slab

IT
PT

ES

- 350 mm concrete beam and ceramic block
floor, 10 mm plaster. Heavy floating floor, 5
mm insulation, 70 mm reinforced cement
screed.
- 350 mm grid floor with concrete blocks 10
mm plaster. Heavy floating floor, 15 mm
mineral wool, 50 mm reinforced cement
screed.

Older buildings

- Load bearing beams, planks on both sides

- Timber floors (in masonry buildings
before 1960)
- Concrete layer (40 mm) with concrete
ribs, 190 mm hollow brick blocks between
ribs, 10-15 mm plaster. Heavy floating
floor, 10 mm Polystyrene, 50 mm concrete
screed (buildings 1980-2000).
- 150 mm concrete slab. Heavy floating
floor, 10 mm Polystyrene, 50 mm concrete
screed (buildings 1980-2000).
- 150 – 200 mm concrete slab
- Semi-prefab concrete rib floor,
"Avramenko".
- 50 (2x25) mm shuttering, 240x180 mm
timber beams, 25 mm shuttering
- 150 mm concrete slab + 50 mm mosaic
- 240 mm prefab concrete floors with clay
bricks + 60 mm flooring.
- Wooden beams (before 1950)
- Pre-stressed concrete beams and 160
mm ceramic blocks, 40 mm concrete,
covered by mortar screed and tiles
- 140x140 mm timber beams, rubble sand
mortar on the top, bricks vaults with
plaster on the bottom face (before 1940).
- 250-300 mm concrete beam and ceramic
block floor, 20 mm sand, 20 mm mortar
screed (From 1950)
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Windows
Figure 41 shows the prevalence of various window structures in European countries. Table 10
shows more detailed descriptions of typical window constructions in some European countries.
According to [9] single glazing is not used in Eastern European countries.

Country

GR

IT

FR

SE

PT

DE

DK

MT

NL

MK

HU

SI

CY

PL

Single glazed

C

C

C

C

C

S

S

C

C

S

N

N

C

S

Double glazed

C

S

C

C

C

C

C

S

C

C

C

C

S

C

Triple glazing etc N

N

N

C

N

S

S

N

S

S

N

S

N

N

Window type

Figure 41: Description of the current state of windows, table from [9]. C = Found in over 20% of the
building stock, S = Found in less than 20 %, but more than 1 % of the building stock, N = found in less
than 1 % of the building stock.
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Table 10. Windows in different European countries
Country Description
PL
Typical compact two glass-panel timber
frame windows of poor quality.
RO
Double glazed wooden frame
NL
FR
PT

IT

GR
MK
CH

Comment
Apartments after 1960. In recent decade
windows have been replaced in many buildings.
Old buildings

PVC argon filled double glazed units.

New buildings

Single panel with wooden frame.
Single glazing

Dutch housing before first oil crisis.
Before 1974

Double panel windows

After 1974

4-5 mm single panel in wooden frame.

Old buildings

Double glaze 6+12+6 in wooden or
metal frame.

New buildings

3-4 mm single glass, wood frame.

Houses built before the first oil crisis in 1973
(the major part of the building stock)

Double glazing in wooden or metal
frames.

Houses after 1975

Two-leaved single glazed

Buildings older than 1980

Double glazing

New buildings

Single glazing
Single 3 mm glazing

A large portion of the building stock
Original windows in older houses
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Walls
Table 11 shows typical constructions of external walls in the different European countries.
Table 11. Typical constructions of external walls
Country
SE
FI
DK
EE

Newer buildings
- 100-150 mm concrete, 10-15 mm mineral
wool, plaster
- Concrete sandwich element or structure with
concrete inner envelope 150 mm
- 150 mm concrete 70 mm mineral wool 70 mm
outer wall

PL

CZ

- Concrete panels

PT

- Double walls with panels from hollow bricks:
110 + 150 mm with insulation in the cavity.

ES

- 115 mm hollow face bricks, 10 mm mortar
render, 50 mm mineral wool, 15 mm
plasterboard
- Double walls with perforated bricks. 2x80 mm
plastered with 10-15 mm mortar on both sides
and one side of the cavity. 2x40 mm insulation
in the cavity.
Wall with perforated bricks, 200 mm, 25 mm
plaster on both sides. Buildings after 1980 have
50 mm insulation between brick and external
plaster board.
- 250 mm perforated bricks, plaster on inside
and outside, insulation between brick and
external plaster board.

IT

GR

MK

Older buildings
Masonry in buildings with more than two floors
(before 1930)
- 168 mm solid bricks, 10-15 mm plaster on
both sides
- Wood <1940
- Bricks 1950-1960
- Concrete 1970-1990
- Concrete hollow core panels 240 mm + 120
mm thermal insulation of cellular concrete.
Apartments after 1960
- Internal bearing layer of 120-150 mm
reinforced concrete + 50-60 mm insulation +
60-70 mm concrete. Apartments after 1960
- Solid bricks
- Masonry blocks with hollows
- Double walls with panels from hollow bricks:
2x110 mm rendered on both sides, without
insulation. Before 1995
- Massive stone or brick walls often wider than
250 mm
- Double walls with perforated bricks. No
insulation in cavity, total thickness 260 mm.

- 250 mm brick walls, 25 mm mortar on outside
and 15 mm mortar on inside, no insulation.
Load bearing walls have 380 mm bricks
(250+10+120).
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Country Newer buildings
SK
- 440 mm aerated concrete bricks
HR

SI
RO
NL
FR
DE
AU
CH

- Solid 200 mm concrete or 250 – 300 mm
block brick walls with horizontal and vertical
concrete reinforcement as an earthquake
measure.
- 290 mm hollow bricks plastered on the inner
side, 50 mm insulation on the outer side.
Buildings from 1980-2000.
- 250 -300 mm perforated ceramic blocks, 100
mm EPS, 5 mm plaster
- 100 -150 mm limestone/90 mm precast
concrete, mineral wool, 100 mm brick or
plastered EPS
- 160 mm concrete. Apartments after 1990
- Hollow terra cotta bricks. Detached houses
after 1990
- Massive or perforated bricks
- 25 mm hollow bricks, "PT 25-38 Plan", inside
plaster, outside 160 EPS and plaster.

Older buildings
- 440 mm firebrick wall with 20 mm
plaster on inside and 40 mm on outside.
Family houses up to 1980
- Double wall of solid bricks with empty
cavity. Common construction for older
family houses and smaller residential
buildings
- Brick and natural stone masonry.
Traditional family houses.
- Solid ceramic 375 mm masonry bricks,
cement plaster on both sides.
- Brick cavity wall
- Local stone or solid clay bricks or hollow
bricks. Before 1948
- Brick walls
- Heavy masonry wall. Before 1930
- 260 mm cavity wall. 1920-1950
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Appendix B – Test calculations in simplified
geometries
Some different test calculations were carried out, partly to test assumptions in the numerical
models, and partly to facilitate a more transparent analysis of the results. The different test
calculations are summarised in different subsections below and comprise:
•
•
•
•

Procedure for calculating floor eigenfrequencies
Window eigenfrequencies
Resonances due to small opening in windows
Eigenfrequencies for selected room configurations

Floor eigenfrequencies
In the Comsol simulations of transmission losses and floor vibration admittances, floor dynamics
model is simplified by merging the studs and flooring into a simple shell element. In this example,
we demonstrate that the eigenfrequencies of this simplification is consistent with assumptions
and measurements, and how the modelling of a wooden floor element is simplified. In our
example, the wooden floor comprises a set of wooden beams separated by a distance of 60 cm,
being overlaid by a wooden flooring. As revealed by field measurements (described elsewhere in
this report), the floor vibration will normally be dominated by the first fundamental bending
mode of the beams, in addition to the global shear deformation mode. Here, we investigate the
vibration due to the first fundamental bending mode. A key assumption is that this bending mode
is mainly controlled by the bending mode of the floor beams, and that the flooring only
contributes to increasing the mass of the floor. In the simulations, the floor is modelled as a thin
shell element, which has a bending stiffness that is equal to the mean bending stiffness of the
beams comprising the floor. We assume that the beam stiffness is represented by a Young's
modulus E, has a mass density of ρ, a height h (which also represents the shell element thickness),
and width w, and a separation distance W. The bending stiffness EI of the beam and the equivalent
bending stiffness, EIeq, are then given by:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸

ℎ 3 𝑤𝑤
,
12

and

𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

ℎ 3 𝑊𝑊
12

Opposed to the bending stiffness of a single stud, we use the beam the separation distance W to
represent the moment area of the equivalent shell element bending stiffness. To make the shell
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element stiffness complies with the equivalent behavior of a series of beams, we therefore need
to represent the Young's modulus in the shell element with an equivalent modulus Eeq=w/W*E.
In addition, we associate the density of the shell element the averaged density of the studs and
the flooring over the shell element thickness h, assuming that the mass in the air-filled gaps
between the studs is negligible. However, we also test different assumptions on how much of the
flooring mass that should be added to the beam mass, i.e. assuming that only a part of the floor
mass is efficively contributing to the floor vibrations. Four different fractions of added floor mass
are tested, a fraction 0 (only the beam mass), a fraction 0.3, a fraction 0.6, and a fraction 1 (entire
floor mass mobilised). An eigenfrequency analysis in Comsol is carried out to test the different
assumptions. A floor with a span of 4.8 m and a length of 11.3 m (equivalent of Room 3, the largest
room in the analysis) is tested. The floor is free to move on the shortest sides, and hinged along
the longest sides. To estimate Eeq and the equivalent mass density ρeq, we use values ρ=500
kg/m3, E=11 GPa, h=24 cm, w=7.3 cm, and W=60 cm. Figure 42 shows the simulated
eigenfrequency for a floor mass fraction 0.6. The simulated eigenfrequencies range from 22.1 Hz
(beam only) to 15.5 Hz (beam with entire floor mass). We note that the closed form
eigenfrequency of a single beam is 22.15 Hz, which shows that the plate representation produces
the close to desired eigenfrequencies. Measurement typically reveal eigenfrequencies between
these two. An added mass coefficient of 0.6 is therefore selected to match the measured data,
which in the present case yields an eigenfrequency of 17.4 Hz.
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Figure 42: Eigenmode for the simple floor model for a equivalent bending stiffness studs with a 60% added
lumped mass from flooring.

Window eigenfrequencies
A simple comsol eigenfrequency analysis of the windows is carried out in Comsol Multiphysics
in a similar way as for the floors. The purpose of the analysis is twofold:
To test that the setup in Comsol reproduces analytical expressions for simply supported
and clamped plates
To investigate how the window support affects the window vibration.

•
•

The analytical expression for eigenfrequencies for a simply supported or a clamped plate is
given by
𝜅𝜅

𝐷𝐷

ℎ3

𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 = 2𝜋𝜋 �𝜌𝜌ℎ𝐿𝐿4 , where the plate stiffness is 𝐷𝐷 = 12(1−𝜈𝜈3 ), and

L is the length of the (quadratic) plate, h is the plate thickness, ρ is the density, ν is the Poisson
ratio, and κ is proportionality factor depending on the support and mode number. Assuming that
a glass material has a modulus E=72 GPa, a density ρ=2520 kg/m3, and a Poisson's ratio of 0.208,
a glass with side lengths L=1.2 m, and simple support, gives us an eigenfrequency of 10.33 Hz
and 20.66 Hz for h=3 mm and 6 mm respectively. A simulated eigenmode for a 6 mm thickness
in Comsol as shown in Figure 43 is close to this result, which shows that the natural frequencies
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are appropriately captured in the applied approach. Corresponding eigenfrequencies for a
clamped system are 18.8 Hz and 37.7 Hz. We note that these are much higher than the simply
supported eigenfrequencies. From the laboratory measurements reported by Løvholt et al. (2017)
using double glazing with 4-12-6 mm with 6 mm thinkness in the inner window we find
eigenfrequencies close to 20 Hz, which may suggest that the windows should be simply
supported. Other investigations carried out (not shown) further suggest that the window support
may be rather stiff compared to the bending mode, which means that the motion of the window
frame is small compared to the motion of the window center.

Figure 43: Eigenfrequency for a simply supported 6mm single glazing window computed using Comsol
Multiphysics.

Effect of Helmholtz resonance due to openings
Helmholtz resonance is the effect of a small mass resonance in an opening facing a cavity, which
can lead to a strong increase in indoor sound pressure if the sound pressure enters through a
small opening in the window or a wall (in addition to the transmission loss through the structure).
As will be exemplified, these resonances can be of very low frequency, and have eigenfrequencies
in the infrasound spectrum and the lower part of the audible range.
Here, we use Comsol Multiphysics to quantify the Helmholtz resonance, and compare with an
analytical expression for the resonance. In the present example, we consider a room with
dimensions 3m×4m×2.5m, with a rectangular duct attach to the side wall that is wn=1m wide
(along the wall) and hn=0.1m high, and with a variable neck length Ln (in direction normal to the
wall). On the face of the duct a dynamic unitary pressure is applied. The duct could be a
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simplified example of an open window, a valve etc. The geometry and examples of different
meshes used in the modelling are shown in Figure 44. The analytical expression for an Helmholtz
resonance is estimated as
𝑐𝑐

𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 = 2𝜋𝜋 �𝑉𝑉(𝐿𝐿

𝐴𝐴

2ℎ𝑛𝑛 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛 +𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛

, 𝐷𝐷 = ℎ

𝑛𝑛 +𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅)

where c is the sound speed in air, A=hn×wn is the cross sectional area of the neck (facing the wall),
V is the volume of the large room, D is the hydraulic radius of the duct, and κ a proportionality
factor that is here taken as ~0.3. The expression for the hydraulic radius will depend on the
interplay with the geometry and the acoustic flow, and hence inherits some uncertainty.
Helmholtz resonances are indentified by carrying out a series of frequency domain simulations
in Comsol, integrating the absolute sound pressure in the receiving room. Different grid
resolutions are tested, focusing on resolving the length of the neck comprising the cavity with
different number of nodes across the smallest dimension of the opening. Examples of resonances
for three different neck lengths (1cm, 10cm, and 1m) are shown in Figure 45. While some of these
lengths may be unreasonably long (compared to a typical wall thickness or the thickness under a
window opening, say), the point here is to investigate the sensitivity in the resonance frequency
due to the neck length. The grid refinement tests show that even the coarse grids represent the
resonance reasonably well, which is an important conclusion for the more complex coupled
simulations shown in the main body of the text. The resonance frequencies increase with
increasing neck length.
In all cases, the resonance frequencies are found in the infrasound spectrum. In the present
example, the highest resonance frequency is limited by the hydraulic radius, controlled by the
finite-gap-height. This prevents resonances to increase when the neck length decreases. This is
for instance relevant for open vindows or valves, where the depth of the aperture can be very
short. This behavior is illustrated further in Figure 46, where the analytical expressions are
compared with different resonances found from numerical simulations. The agreement between
the simulations and the analytical expression is good, and best for the largest neck lengths. For
the small neck lengths, there is a clear deviation which is likely due to the increasing importance
of the hydraulic radius, which can be interpreted as uncertain. The results for the higher
frequencies are therefore also interpreted as reasonable. Finally, we show the effect of the gap
opening height Figure 47, keeping the neck length to a constant value (1 mm, 1cm, and 10 cm are
shown). As shown, we need very large windows or wall openings to get anywhere near the
audible range and typical resonance frequencies of floors. The resonance frequency is largest for
the smallest neck length. Nevertheless, the Helmholtz resonances are expected to mostly fall
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clearly below the resonance frequency of most floors, although examples of coincidence in some
configurations cannot be ruled out.
In the results shown in Figure 45-Figure 47 we assume that the interior walls in the room are fully
reflecting. In reality however, we would expect that the walls exhibit some damping properties.
This is also evident looking at the experimental results of Vaidya [12]. When inverting initial
results studying Helmholtz resonances in the time domain, we found sound amplification values
that were considered unreasonably large. Therefore, we attempted to include the effect of wall
absorption using a complex impedance function that assume that the wall is porous. The function
is given by the expression:
1

𝜇𝜇

1

𝑍𝑍 = ϕ �1 + 𝜑𝜑 𝑘𝑘 (𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌)𝑖𝑖,

where Z is the impedance, ϕ is the porosity (given a value 0.3), µ is the dynamic viscosity of air
(1.8×10-5 Pas), k is the permeability (subject to variability), ρ is the mass density of air (1.2 kg/m3),
τ is the tortuosity, and i=(-1)1/2 the imaginary unit. The positive value of the imaginary root is
used. We also note that the flow resitivity σ often referred to in acoustic literature is simply given
by σ=µ/k. The above equation was derived by Taraldsen [18] to be dynamically consistent with
Darcy's law for flow in porous media. The Taraldsen impedance model was further shown to be
consistent with celebrated model derived on purely empirical ground by Delany and Bazley [19].
Resulting amplification of indoor sound pressure for different values of k is shown in Figure 48. It
is clearly shown that by increasing the permeability (i.e., reducing the flow resitivity), the
damping property of the room is increased. By taking the value of k=5×10-15 m2, we obtain
damping properties that gives results that compares visually with Vaidya's. This value was
therefore used for estimating the effect of the gap in the main body of the report. Furthermore,
we see that non-absorbing / fully reflective wall properties give much higher indoor amplification
at near the Helmholtz resonance. Finally, the complex impedance shifts the resonance frequency
slightly upwards.
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Figure 44: Geometry and mesh for the Helmholtz resonance test calculations. Upper left show the receiver
room in gray and the neck in blue. A dynamic sound pressure is put on the nearest boundary of the neck.
Upper right, the fine mesh applied for the entire geometry. A mesh refinement is carried out for the neck
geometry. Lower left, example of a fine mesh for the neck geometry. Lower right, example of a even more
refined mesh (extremely fine mesh) for the neck geometry. The extremely fine mesh was only applied to
geometries with small mesh lengths.
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Figure 45: Grid refinement tests for identifying Helmholtz resonances numerically. Upper panel, neck
length of 1 cm, mid panel, 10 cm, lower panel, 1m.
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Figure 46: Comparison between analytical expression for the Helmholtz resonance for the test room as a
function of the neck length, and peak integrated sound pressure values from Comsol simulations. The
close agreement suggests that the Helmholtz resonances are reasonably well captured by the numerical
simulations. Note that for the smallest neck lengths, the analytical results are sensitive to the choise of
hydraulic radius, and should therefore not be considered exact.
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Figure 47: Helmholtz resonance as a function of the height of the opening, and a 1 cm neck length for the
test room using the analytical expression. Only very large openings lead to resonances near typical
eigenmodes of the floors, while Helmholtz resonators for heights below 10 cm are below 12 Hz.

Figure 48: Effect of the the wall permeability using impedance wall conditions. A fully reflecting wall is
included for comparison.
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Basic room modes of the test rooms
Fundamental acoustic modes for different rooms play an important role in controlling
transmission losses. Below we calculate the basic acoustic modes for the three room sizes, room
1, 2, 3. We recall that the room dimensions used were:
Room 1, W=4.2 m, L= 3m, H=2.4 m.
Room 2, W=4.2 m, L=7.2 m, H=2.5 m.
Room 3, W=4.8 m, L=11.4 m, H= 2.7 m.

•
•
•

The largest room is also included to address the possible effect of several interconnected rooms.
The acoustic room modes assuming perfectly reflecting walls can then be calculated using the
formula:
𝑐𝑐

𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛𝑦𝑦

𝑛𝑛

𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 = 2 �( 𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 )2 + ( 𝑊𝑊 )2 + ( 𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧)2 , for nx, ny, nz =0,1,2,…

where c=340 m/s is the sound speed in air. The computed eigenmodes for the different rooms are
shown in Figure 49. We note that in the present examples, walls and floors are not infinitely stiff,
a property which is expected to influence the results.
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Figure 49: Eigenfrequencies for the fundamental room modes for three different rooms used in this study,
assuming rigid reflecting walls. Red triangles depict room 1 modes, blue stars depict room 2 modes, and
green circles depict room 3 modes.
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